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An investigation was
of two transonic research

made

ASPECT RATIOS 4.2 AND 2

Luoma and John

in the Langley
airplane models for

mately 0.93. The test Reyqolds number at the

B. Wright

8-foot high-speed tunnel
Mach numbers up to approxi-
highest speed was 1.6 x 106

for one model and 2.3 x 106 for the other model. The models were
1 scale and were supported in the tunnel on a sting. l’hewing and .
z- .-

horizontal tail of one model were both of aspect ratio 4.2; the wing and
horizontal tail of the other model were both of aspect ratio 2. The same

● fuselage and vertical tail were used on both models. The sweep of the
50-percent-chord line of the wings was Oo; the sweep of the 75-percent-
chord line of the horizontal tails was OO. Both wings had NACA 65-110

.
airfoil sections and both horizontal tails had NACA 65-008 airfoil sec-
tions. Lift, drag, and pitching moment were determined by means of a
strain-gage balance within the fuselage. Tare measurements were made
to eliminate the interference effect of the sting.

A reduction in aspect ratio increased the force-bresk hkch number
and reduced the magnitude of adverse compressibility effects on lift,
drag, and pitching moment. Undesirable stability and control character-
istics at high speeds were generally improved or delayed to higher Mach
numbers by a reduction in aspect ratio. However, the expected improve-
ment in elevator-effectiveness characteristics at high speeds as a
result of a decrease in aspect ra_&ioof the horizontal tail was modi-
fied probably by interference effects associated with the fuselage and
vertical tail and perhaps by scale effects. The component.parameters
affecting the over-all stability and control characteristics varied in”

● a generally nonlinear manner at supercritical speeds with abrupt changes
occurring in relatively small Mach number ranges.

.
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INTRODUCTION

The available experimental data on.the aerodynamic characteristics
of complete airplane configurations at high-subsonic speeds have been
augmented by the results of tests in the Langley 8-foot high-speed tunnel
of two airplane models with unswept wings and unswept.horizontaltails
of aspect ratios 4.2 and 2. The main part of these tests was concerned

—

with the model which had a wing and horizontal tail both of aspect
ratio 4.2. This model was a scaled version of a transonic research air-
plane poweredby a turbojet engine and designed to fly at a level-flight
lkch nwnber of 0.85. Previous results”of t“hewind-tfiel tests of this
model already have been published in references 1 to “5. A wing and hori-
zontal tail, both of aspect ratio 2,

—
also were tested with the ssme fuse-

—

lage and vertical tail used with the configuration of aspect ratio 4.2.
Preliminary lift and drag results for the configuration of aspect ratio 2
have been presented in reference 1.

The present paper contains additional analysi$ of the data of refer-
ences 1 to 5 and also presents new test data on these models. The results
of reference 6 showed that a reduction in the aspect ratio of a wing
delayed to higher Mach numbers the hkch number range in which serious
compressibility effects occurred. To show the effect of aspect ratio on
the characteristics at high-subsonic speeds of models with unswept wings
and horizontal tails, some of the results of investigations of a complete
model with a wing of aspect ratio 6 (reference 7), of a wing of aspect
ratio 9 mounted on a fuselage (~eference 8), and of a horizontal tail of
aspect ratio 4 (reference 9) are included in the present paper.

SYMSOLS

The term “c~mplete model” as used herein refers to the combination
of wing, fuselage, vertical tail, and horizontal tail. The aerodynamic
coefficients and other symbols used in this paper are defined as follows:

A aspect ratio of wing (b2/S)

At aspect ratio of horizontal tail (bt%t)
.

a speed of sound in undisturbed stream

b span of wing

bt span of horizontal tail

.

“
—

CD drag coefficient (D/qS)
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CL lift coefficient (L/qS)
~

cm pitching-moment coefficient about lateral axis which passes
through center of gravity (&g/qC’S)

(AcD)t incre~ntal drag coefficient of horizontal tail (drag of
configuration consisting of fuselage, vertical tail, and
horizontal tail (elevators unreflected) at a given angle of
attack minus drag of configuration consisting of fuselage
and vertical tail at same angle of attack and divided by qS)

(( )CD WC -
)(cD)twc

(AcL)t incremental lift coefficient of horizontal tail (lift of con-
figuration consisting of fuselage, vertical tail, and hori-
zontal tail (elevators unreflected) at a given angle of
attack minus lift of configuration consisting of fuselage
and vertical tail at same angle of attack and dividedby qS)

(( )CL WC - (cL)twc)

(A~)b incremental pitching-moment coefficient of air brakes about
lateral axis which passes tbrough center of gravity (l&g
of configuration consisting of wing, fuselage, vertical
tail, horizontal tail (elevators unreflected), and air
brakes at a given angle of attack minus kg of configura.
tion consisting of wing, fuselage, vertical tail, and hori-

. zontal tail (elevators unreflected) at same angle of attack
and dividedby qc’s) ((%)cb - (’%l)c)

. (A%)b’ incremental pitching-moment coefficient of air brakes about
lateral axis which passes through center of gravity (Meg
of configuration consisting of wing, fuselage, vertical
tail, and air brakes minus &g of confi~ation consi~ting
of wing, fuselage, and vertical tail and dividedby qc’S)

((cm)tcb - (%)tc)

c

.

Cr.

section chord of wing, measured parallel to plane of symmetry
of model

mean aerodynamic chord of wing
(

2Crl+~+~2

T 1+X )

nominal tip chord of wing, obtained by extending leading and
trailing edges of wing to plane parallel to plane of
symmetry of model and passing through wing tip

root chord of wing, obtained by extending leading and trailing
edges of wing to plane of symmetry of model
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●

of horizontal tail, measured parallel to plane
of model &

( )l+~+@
mean aerodynamic chord of horizontal tail %tr

3 l+%

nominal tip chord of horizontal tail, obtained by extending
leading and trailing edges of horizontal tail to plane
parallel to plane of symmetry of model and passing through
tip of horizontal tail

root chord of horizontal tail, obtained by extending leading
and-trailing edges of horizontal tail to plane of symmetry
of model

drag —

acceleration due to gravity

incidence of horizontal tail, measured by angle between plane
of horizontal tail (stabilizer) and fuselage reference axis

lift

tail length, distance from center of gavity of airplane to
the 25-percent point of the mean aerodynamic chord of the
horizontal tail and measured parallel to direction of
undisturbed stream

Mach number (V/a)

pitching moment about lateral axis which passes through center
of gravity (figs. 4 and ~)

( F)dynamic pressure in undisturbed stream &

dynamic pressure at tail location

Reynolds number (pVc’/p)

(()(area of wing ~ Cr + c
)g)

area of horizontal tail, including area of elevator

(()(

bt
~ Ctr + Ctg

))

—.

.

.

.
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c%’

15e“

G

velocity in undisturbed stream

angle of attack of airplane model, measured by angle between
fuselage reference axis and direction of undisturbed stream

angle of attack of horizontal tail, measuredly angle between
plane of horizontal tail (stabilizer) and direction of flow
at the tafl (a+ it - c)

free-stream angle of attack of horizontal tail, measuredly
angle between plane of horizontal tail (stabilizer) and
direction of undisturbed stream (a + it)

elevator deflection, measured in plane perpendicular to
elevator hinge axis

effective downwash angle in region of horizontal tail as
determined from tests of configuration consisting of com-
plete model and configuration consisting of complete model
less horizontal tail

horizontal tail height, distance from center of gravity of
airplane to the 25-percent point of the mean aerodynamic
chord of the
direction of

A ta~r ratio of.

At taper ratio of
“

v coefficient of
foot-second

horizontal tail and measured perpendicular to
undisturbed stream

‘W (c~cr)

horizontal tail
(Ct%!ctr)

viscosity in

P mass density in undisturbed

Subscripts:

undisturbed stream, pounds per

strea, slugs per cubic foot

C&o value at zero pitching moment about lateral axis which passes
through center of gravity

CL=O value at zero lift

a=o value at zero angle of attack of airplane

. c value for configuration consisting of complete model which
is defined to be configuration consisting of wing, fuselage,
vertical tail, and horizontal tail

.
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tc value for configuration consisting of complete model less
horizontal tail (that is, configuration consisting of wing,
fuselage, and vertical tail)

Wc value for configuration consisting of complete model less
wing (that is, configuration consisting of fuselage,
vertical tail, and horizontal tail)

twc value for configuration consisting of complete model less
wing and less horizontal tail (that is, configuration
consisting of fusel~ge and vertical.tail)

c-b value for configuration consisting of complete model plus
ah brakes -(thatis, configuration consisting of wing,
fuselage, vertical tail, horizontal tail, and air brakes)

tcb value for configuration consisting of complete model less
horizontal tail plus air brakes.(that-is, configuration
consisting of wing, fuselage, vertical tail, and air brakes)

APPARATUS AND METHODS

Tunnel, Model Support, and Balance System

The tests were made in the Langley 8-foot high-speed tunnel for
Mach numbers up to approximately 0.95. For these tests, the tunnel
was of the closed-throat type with the test section of circular cross
section. The models were supported in the t~el on a sting, which was
in turn attached to a vertical strut downstream of the model. A photo-
graph of one of the models mounted in the test section is shown as
figure 1 and the general layout of the support system is shown in
figure 2.

A three-component strain-gage balance was housed within the model
fuselage which was hollow. (See figs. 2 and 3.) The internal balance
was a part of the sting, and there was clearance between the fuselage
and the sting except at the forward portion of the fuselage where the
fuselage was attached to the sting.

Models

Two airplane models, which were constructed of duralumin, were
tested. The wing and horizontal tail of one model airplane were both
of aspect ratio 4,2; the wing and horizontal tail of the other were both
of aspect ratio 2. The same fuselage and vertical tail were used with

“

.

.
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both configurations. Drawings of the two models are shown in figures 4
* and 5, and photographs are shown as figure 6. Table I gives the various

~eometrical dimensions of the two configurations. The wing section,
wing area, wing taper ratio, wing dihedral, location of the 25-percent
point of the mean aerodynamic chord of the wing along the fuselage, and
the sweep (0°) of the 50-percent-chord line of the wing were the same
for the two models. The horizontal-tail section, horizontal-tail area,
horizontal-tail taper ratio, horizontal-tail dihedral, and the sweep (0°)
of the ~-percent-chord line (hinge line) of the horizontal tail were
also the same for the two models. Aspect ratio, therefore, was the prin-
cipal variable.

In the tests of the airplane model of aspect ratio 4.2, the fuse-
lage included a canopy. In the tests of the airplane model of aspect
ratio 2, the fuselage did not include a canopy since, from canopy on-and-
off tests, it was found that the canopy had no significant effect on the
measurements. .Sometests were made of side-opening air brskes mounted
on the airplane model of aspect ratio 4.2 (fig. 7).

Test Wocedure

Normal force, axial force, and pitching moment were meas~ed with
a strain-gage balance at various Mach numbers up to a maximum Mach number
of approximately 0.95. The normal force and axial force were resolved
into the rectangular components lift and drag by trigonometric methods.
Various horizontal-tail incidence and elevator deflections were tested.*

The angle of attack of the model was varied by changing a coupling

. in the sting (fig. 2) prior to a run. The run consisted of going
through the Mach number range at the set angle of attack. Flexibility
of the strain-gage balance and sting under aerodynamic loads caused a
change in the angle of attack during the run, and this change in angle
of attack was measured with an optical cathetometer at each test condi-
tion. The aerodynamic data obtained were plotted against the corrected
angle of attack, and data at a constant angle of attack were obtained
from these plots. The angle of attack is estimated to be accurate
to *o#l”.

Corrections

Tests were made to determine the aerodynamic interference of the
sting upon the model and for these tests an auxiliary three-component
balance was used to support the models in place of the regular sting

. support. The auxiliary internal balance was supported in turn by swept-
back arms of 6-percent-thickness ratio which extended through the model
fuselage and back to the vertical strut downstream of the model. Two.
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*

arrangements of the tare system were required for the determination of
the sting interference (fig. 8).

—
In the tare “A” arrangement, an

external dummy sting.of the same size and shape as that used in the
$“

normal runs was present but not connected to the fuselage. In the tare
“B” arrangement, the dummy sting was removed. By subtracting the res~ts -
of the tare B tests from those of the tare A tests, th”einterference
effect of the sting on the measured aerodynamic forces could be obtained.
Subtraction of this interference effect from the data obtained in the
normal runs gave results corrected for the interference effect of the
sting. Tests were made for sufficient configurations‘(horizontaltail .-
on and off, and various values of horizont~-tail incidence and elevator
deflection) and angles of attack to define the sting interference.

The data in this paper, unless otherwise noted, represent the air-
plane with power off and do not include the effects of”jet etiaust or “
a solid sting. Typical plots used in determing sting interference are
shown in figure 9. For the configuration represented in the illustra-
tion, the effect of sting interference on pitching-moment coefficient
was approximately -0.02 for”most angles of attack and–~ch numbers:
The effect of sting interference on drag coefficient was approximately
-0.004 at low speeds and of somewhat greater magnitude_at high speeds.
The effect of sting interference on lift coefficient was negligible,

Corrections for solid and wake blockage have been_computed as in
references 1 and 2 and have been applied to “thedata, The corrections-
to Mach number and dynamic pressure were negligible at Mach numbers
below 0.90. Aerodynamic data were obtained up to a maximum corrected .
Mach number of approximately 0.96, at which speed choking occurred not d

at the model but at the support strut downstream of the model. The data
were not affected by choke phenomena occurring at the strut since the
strut was well back of the model and tunnel-wall pressfie.measure”ments

*—.”

indicated no irregularities in the velocity field in the region of the
model at speeds near or at the choking Mach number.

The effect of.temperature on the reading of the strain gages was
determined by static-load tests in a controllable-temperatureoven. In
the tunnel tests, the temperature of the metal adjacent to the strain
gages was measured and corrections were appl.~edto compensate for
temperature. These corrections were small.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Test Reynolds numbers are shown in figure 10 based on the mean aero-
dynamic chord of both the wing and the horizontal tail. The airplane *
lift coefficient corresponding to level flight at-two .Qtitudes for an
assumed wing loading of 66.7 pounds”per square”foot is~given in figure “11. ‘

.
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This wing loading was used in the preparation of several of the figures
a4 presented in this paper.

Airplane Model of Aspect Ratio 4.2

Test data for the configuration of aspect ratio 4.2 have been given
in references 1 to 5. Some of the figures from those references are
presented herein, together with new data and data for other configura-
tions for purposes of comparison. The airplane model with a wing and a
horizontal tail, both of aspect ratio 4.2, is designated as A = 4.2 in
the figures.

Stability.- The variation of pitching-moment coefficient with lift
coefficient for the configuration consisting of complete model and the
configuration consisting of complete model less horizontal tail is shown
in figure 12 with horizontal-tail incidence as a parameter, and for the
configuration consisting of complete model in figure 13 with elevator
deflection as a parameter. Static instability at lift coefficients in
the vicinity of zero lift was indicated for a small Mach nmber range
near a Mach number of 0.9 for all incidence and most of the elevator
deflections tested. The data indicated that, for some cotiinations of
horizontal-tail incidence and elevator deflection, the Witching-moment
coefficient of the model would be zero at three values of airplane lift
coefficient (for example, in fig. 12 at a Mach number of 0.905 where two
of these lift coefficients are negative). Fresented in figure 14 is the
parameter a~aCL for elevators undeflectedat airplane lift coeffi-.
cients corresponding to level flight at two altitudes (not for trim
conditions except in fig. 14(e)); it iS seen tkt instability occurred
at low incidence at a Mach number of 0.9 at the sea-level conditions
and that an increase in horizontal-tail incidence eliminated this insta-
bility. The stability parameter at an incidence of 6.20 indicated a
tendency toward instability at a Wch number of approximately 0.93 for
the 35,000-foot-altitude conditions. The data on the stability param-
eter aC~aCL for level-flight trim conditions with the elevator
unreflected and the horizontal tail used for obtaining trim (fig. lk(e)),
however, indicated that there was no serious decrease in stability. For
these trim conditions, the required horizontal-tail incidence were such
as to avoid the unstable incidence ranges at each Mach nuniber.

The variation with Mach number of the stick-fixed neutral-point
location is shown in figure 15 at airplane lift coefficients corre-
sponding to level flight at two altitudes. At the higher-altitude condi-
tion, the neutral point shifted rearward from 35 percent mean aerodynamic

. chord at a Mach number of 0.8 to 44 percent mean aerodynamic chord at a
.-

Mach number of 0.85. A forward movement then occurred to 30 percent mean
aerodynamic chord at a Mach number of 0.93, followed by a rearward trend.
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at the highest Mach numbers. At the sea-level condition, a rapid rear-
ward shift occurred at speeds above a Mach number of Q.9, the location
at a Mach number of 0.95 being 50 percent mean aerodynamic chord.

Control.- The variation of pitching-moment coefficient with
horizontal-tail incidence is shown in figures 16(a) a~d 16(b) and with
elevator deflection in figure 16(c) for the configuration consisting of
complete model at airplane lift coefficients corresponding to level
flight at two altitudes. There was a reduction in horizontal-tail
effectiveness (&!#lit)be=OO (slopes of curves shown;in figs. 16(a)

and 16(b)) at high Mach nmnbers but otherwise the horizontal-tail
effectiveness appeared to be satisfactory. The elevator effective-
ness (&@5e)it=2,20 (slopes of curves shown in fig. 16(c)) was zero

at a Mach number somewhat higher than 0.875”for a small range of
elevator deflections in the vicinity of zero deflection. At higher
Mach nunbers up to 0.95, the elevator effectiveness became reversed for
an elevator-deflectionrange which increased with Mach”number and, in
some cases, this elevator-deflection r&mge extended up to the maximum
deflection tested. h such cases, elevator deflections greater than
those tested would probably show a return to positive effectiveness.
The loss and reversal in elevator effectiveness for small deflections
at high speeds shown by these tests have been observed in other investi.
gationso References 9 and 10 showed, by means of detailed pressure
measurements, that the ability of an elevator or a flap on a conventional
unswept surface to produce changes of lift over the whole airfoil was
reduced at small deflections as the critical speed was exceeded.

The Reynolds numbers of the present tests (fig. 10) were believed
at first to be greater than the critical values of 3 x.105 to 5 x 105
given in wing-flow investigations (reference 11) by an mount sufficient
to preclude low Reynolds number effects. As a check on this belief, a
few runs were made with a transition strip on the wing at the 2.5-percent-
chord line. These data (fig. 17), for Mach numbers up”to 0.9, showed
little effect due to the transition strip on the wing except for an
increase in drag. Some of the results of the test data proper, such as
the reversal in elevator effectiveness at high speeds, gave rise to
further question about the importance of scale effects. A subsequent
check test was made with a strip of 0.CQ5-inch carbortidum particles
located at the 20-percent-chord line of the horizontal tail. Figure 18
shows the variation of pitching-moment coefficient with elevator deflec-
tion at a model angle of attack of 0° with and without the transition
strip on the horizontal tail. The tests with roughness on the horizontal
tail did not show the reversal in elevator-effectivenesscharacteristics
noted for the tests with natural transition but still showed a reduction
in elevator effectiveness at high Mach numbers. These results are in
variance to those of reference 9 for a similar type of horizontal tail
(30-p==nk-dmrd d=mtms) of larger scale which showed a reversal in

.

.

.

.—
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elevator effectiveness at small deflections at a Mach nunber of approxi-
4 mately 0.92 with and without the t ansition strip.

8
The Reynolds number

for those tests was over 1.2 X 10 . In the tests of reference 9, however,
the horizontal tail was mounted on a reflection plane so that general
inconsistencies in results from those tests and the present tests possibly
may be attributable to differences in testing techniques. Horizontal-tail
effectivenesswas not materially changed by the transition strip on the
horizontal tail in the tests of reference 9, and there was indication that
this was also true in the present tests on the basis of the data of fig-
ure 18 and the assumption that the zero-lift angle of attack of the hori-
zontal tail was not affected by a transition strip on the horizontal tail.
In summation, it maybe said that the elevator-effectiveness data of the
present tests with natural transition are subject to scale effects and
that these data wouldbe modified at full-scale Reynolds numbers.

The horizontal-tail effectiveness for trim conditions with the
elevator unreflected and the horizontal tail used for obtaining trti and
the elevator effectiveness for trim conditions with the horizontal-tail
incidence set at 2.2° and the elevators used for obtaining trim are shown
in figure 19 at airplane lift coefficients corresponding to level flight
at two altitudes and were obtained from the data of figure 16 (at ~ = O).
A reversal in elevator effectiveness for the trim condition was not evi-
den’tuntil a Mach number of approximately 0.94 was reached at the
35jO~-foot-altitude conditions. The data of fiwe 16(c) indicate that
a horizontal-tail incidence greater than the 2.2 shown in the figure
would probably result in a reversal in elevator effectiveness for trim
conditions at Mach numbers lower than 0.94.

.

The horizontal-tail incidence required for obtaining trim and the
elevator deflection required for obtaining trim at airplane lift coeffi-.
cients corresponding to level flight at two altitudes were obtained from
figure 16 at zero pitching-moment coefficient and are shown in fig-
ures 20(a) and 20(b)j respectively. The horizontal-tail incidence and
the elevator deflection required for obtaining trim gradually increased
up to a Mach number of approximately 0.80 and then decreased with further
increase of Mach number up to approximately 0.86. At Mach numbers
above 0.86, there was further increase in both the horizontal-tail inci-
dence and the elevator deflection required for obtaini~ trim. The
horizontal-tail incidence required for obtaining trti decreased above a
Mach number of approximately 0.91. Two elevator deflections required
for obtaining trim were indicated in some cases at Mach numbers above
0.92 because of the reversal in elevator characteristics. The more
positive elevator deflections required for obtaining trim appear to be
the more suitable values for obtaining trim, considering the changes
shown in fi~e 16(c). The airplane angle of attack corresponding to .

. the conditions of figure 20(a) is shown figure 20(c). An increase in
the angle of attack occurred %etween Mach numbers of 0.85 and 0.90 and
a decrease at higher Mach numbers.

.
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Incremental horizontal-tail characteristics.- me variation of lj.ft
coefficient, pitching-moment coefficient, and drag coefficient with Mach
number at various model angles of attack for the configuration consisting
of the fuselage and vertical tail is shown uncorrected for sting inter-
ference in figures 21 and 22. The variation of lift coefficient,
pitching-moment coefficient, model angle of attack, and drag coefficient
with Mach number at several values of horizontal-tail incidencewith
elevators unreflected for the configuration consisting of the fuselage,
vertical tail, and horizontal tail is shown uncorrected for sting inter.
ference in figures 23 and 24; the-model angle of attack remained at a
value of approximately -0.3°. Tests were made of the configurationcon-
sisting of the fuselage, vertical tail, and horizontal tail with the
horizontal-tail incidence held at 2.2° and the model angle of attack
varied, and the.data uncorrected for sting interference are shown in
figures 25 and 26.

Incremental horizontal-tail characteristicswere obtained by sub-
traction of lift and drag data uncorrected for sting interferencefor the
configuration consisting of the,fuselage and vertical tail from corre-
sponding data at the same model angle of attack for the configuration
consisting of the fuselage, vertical tail, and horizontal tail on the
assumption that the sting interference on @rag and lift was the same for
each set of data. The incremental characteristics do not include wing
downwash effects but do include any interference effects from the fuse-
lage and vertical tail. Figure 27 shows the incremental lift coefficient
and incremental drag coefficient of the horizontal tail obtained by sub-
traction of the lift and drag data in figures 21 and ~ from those in
figures 23 and 24. The results are shown as a function of the free-
stream angle of attack of the horizontal tail ~’ which, in figure 27,
represented variations of horizontal-tail incidence with the model angle
of attack held at approx-tely -0.30.

The value of ~’ when (ACL)t . 0 was taken from figure 27 and is

shown in figure 28 as a function of Mach number. If it is assumed that
the incremental lift coefficient of the horizontal tail, which was
symmetrical, was zero at an angle of attack of the horizontal tall of 0°,
then, the values shown in figure 27 indicate “the.effectivedirection of
the flow in the region of the horizontal tail with only a fuselage,
vertical tail, and horizontal tail present. These data show the impor-
tance of interference effects on the direction of.the flow in the region
of a tail. Unless such an initial effective angle of flow were inclu~d
in the estimation of wing downwash in the design of an airplane, calcu-
lated horizontal-tail incidence at low speeds couldbe in error by
approximately 1.5°. The increasein this angle from approximately 1.5°
at low Mach numbers to approximately 3.5° at the highest”~ch numbers
would cause even greater errors in estimating control requirements and
airplane trti conditions at high speeds. —

.

.—

● ✍
✎✎

✎

.

. “
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The slope of the horizontal-tail incremental lift curve in figure 27

< was determined at (ACL)t = O and is shown in figure 28. Since the

horizontal-tail incremental lift coefficient was based on wing area, the
magnitude of the parameter a(ACL)tl@~ was small. The value of the

parameter b(ACL)t/~’ was 0.015 at low speeds and decreased at high

speeds to 0.006 at-a Mach number of 0.905.

The lift-curve slope for a horizontal tail of aspect ratio 4.01 as
determined in the tests of reference 9 is also shown in figure 28, Since
the two horizontal tails differed onlyby 0.2 in aspect ratio andby 0.1
in design lift coefficient, it would be expected that the magnitude of
lift losses would be similar and would begin at approximately the same
Mach number. The measured slopes for the model of aspect ratio 4.2 showed
good agreement with those for the model of aspect ratio 4.01 for Mach
numbers up to 0.75, but, at higher Mach numbers, the loss in lift was
much greater and the onset of the loss in llft occurred at lower Mach
numibersfor the model of aspect ratio 4.2. The variance at high speeds
was probably associated with the interference effects of the fuselage
and vertical tail used in the present tests, with differences in testing
techniques, and with differences in scale between the two models. Inter-
ference from the fuselage and vertical tail also may have been a factor
in producing the loss in elevator effectiveness previously discussed.

Downwash.- The data for the plot showing the variation of effective
downwash angle with lift coefficient (fig. 29) were taken from refer-
ence 4. The effective downwash angle was determined at a given horizontal-

. tail incidence by finding the model angle of attack at which the pitching-
moment coefficient of the configuration consisting of complete model was
equal to that of the configuration consisting of complete model less hori-.
zontal tail. The sum of the model angle of attack thus found and the
horizontal-tail incidence gave the effective downwash angle in the region
of the tail. The effect of the horizontal-tail drag on pitching moment

.

was neglected. The effective downwash at airplane lift coefficients
corresponding to level flight at two altitudes (fig. 30) increased rapidly
at Mach numbers above 0.85. The increase caused a change in the control
settings required for obtaining trim, as is shown subsequently. The rate
of change of effective downwash with lift coefficient (fig. 31), obtained
from figure 29 at airplane lift coefficients corresponding to level flight
at two altitudes, decreased rapidly at Mach numbers above 0.8, reaching a
minimum at a Mach number of approxbately 0.9. ‘I%isdecrease indicated
a stabilizing effect.

It has been shown previously that an initial effective flow angle in
the vicinity of the horizontal tail for.the confi~ation with no wing

. present was inducedby fuselage, vertical-tail, and horizontal-tail inter-
ference effects. This initial effective downflow gave an effective down-
wash, as presented herein, which probably was larger than would be found

.
for the wing alone.
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Horizontal-tail load.- The horizontal-tail load required to trim
the airplane at various flight conditions was found by using the
pitching-moment data of figure 12 for the configuration con~isting of
complete model less horizontal tail. The incremental lift coefficient..
of the horizontal tail (based on wing area And the dynamic pressure in
the undisturbed stream) was found as follows:

(AcL)t’ = (%)tc$
where (ACL)+,’ is the estimated value of incremental horizontal-tail

lift coefficient required for t.imming the airplane. It was assumed that
the center of pressure of the lift on the horizontal tail was located at
the 25-percent point of the mean aerodynamic chord of the horizontal tail.
The resulting incremental horizontal-tail lift coefficient for sea-level
conditions is shown in the lower part of figure 32 plotted against Mach
number. For level flight (g = 1), there was a decrease in incremental
horizontal-tail lift coefficient as the Mach number was increased to 0.85.
The incremental horizontal-tail lift coefficient increased with further
increase in Mach number up to a Mach number of 0.90 and again decreased
at still higher speeds. For the accelerated conditions, similar effects
occurred with a more-positive incremental horizontal-tail lift coeffi-
cient throughout the Mach number range. The maximum uploading and
changes in loading with Mach number at high Mach numbers occurred at a
normal acceleration of approximately kg.

The curves at the top of figure 32 show the relative airplane lift
coefficient at any constant value of Wch number plotted against altitude
for various values of acceleration factor as Q parameter. The relative
airplane lift coefficient is defined herein to be the ratio of the lift
coefficient at a given Mach number and at any value of g and altitude
to the lift coefficient at the same Mach number and at a value of g of
1.0 and at sea-level altitude. The incremental horizontal-tail lift
coefficient at any altitude and acceleration condition is found by first
determining the relative airplane lift coefficient from the top of fig-
ure 32. The relative airplane lift coefficient thus found, if applied
to an airplane under sea-level conditions, would develop a sea-level
acceleration numerically equal to the relative airplane lift coefficient.
This sea-level acceleration then is used with the curves at the bottom
of figure 32 to get the incremental horizontal-tail lif~ coefficient,
For example, a 4.2g sea-level condition woti.dhave th_same relative
airplane lift coefficient as a 1 g (level-flight) condition at 35,000 feet
or a 2g condition at 19,(X30feet, and these various altitude-g conditions
would be represented by data between the g=4andg.5 conditions
at sea level shown at the bottom of figure 32. From these data, it is
seen that the lift coefficient of the horizontal tail remains small for
various flight conditions.

.

i’

—
—

—

.-
—

%“

.

.—

.
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The angle of attack of the horizontal tail at airplane lift coeffi-
cients corresponding to level flight for trim conditions with the
elevator unreflected and the horizontal tail used for obtaining trim is
shown in figure 33(a). The change in sz@e of attack of the horizontal
tail with Mach number was stiilar to that of the incremental horizontal-
tail lift coefficient shown in figure 32. The angle of attack of the
horizontal tail at airplane lift coefficients corresponding to level
flight for trim conditions with the horizontal-tail incidence set at 2.2°
and the elevators used for obtaining trim are shown in figure 33(b). The
angle of attack of the horizontal tail decreased as the Mach number was
increased. When the horizontal tail is used for obtaining trim, the
angle of attack of the horizontal tail is limited to smaller over-all
changes over the speed range than when the elevators are used for
obtaining trti.

Stability factors.- The various parameters affecting stability were
considered in an attempt to determine the cause of the instability at
low lift coefficients in the vicinity of a Mach nuniberof 0.9. The
effect of Mach number on these parameters at a constant medium value (0.3)
of airplane lift coefficient and a low value (0.05) of airplane lift coef-
ficient is shown in figure 34.

The approximate constant-speed longitudinal stability equation
neglecting horizontal-tail drag is as follows:

I
L 4

The parameter (@@CL)tc for the configuration consisting of com-

plete model less horizontal tail increased at speeds somewhat less than
a Mach number of approximately 0.9 at a lift coefficient of 0.05
(fig. 34(a)). The increase of the parameter (aCm/aCL)tc at super-

critical speeds is associated with a forward movement of the center of
pressure on the wing as discussed in reference 4. The details of such
center-of-pressuremovements at supercritical speeds are shown by the
pressure-distribution studies over airfoil surfaces presented in refer-
ences 9 and 10. The increase in the parameter (8c@cL)tc was not

changed by a transition strip and can be expected therefore to occur at
higher Reynolds numbers. The increase in the parameter (&~CL)tc

would tend to increase the stability parameter (a%@L)c; that iSj
.

the increase tnthe parameter (aC@CL)tc would tendto have a desta-

bilizing effect on the stability parameter (a~CL)c. At a lift
●
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coefficient of 0.3 and a Mach number of approximately 0.9, the negative
value of the parameter (acm/&L)tc would tend to cause a negative

.

r

value, that is, a stable value, of the

The lift-curve slope @CL/~)tc

of complete model less horizontal tail
coefficients considered (fig. 34(b)).

stability parameter (&@CL)c.

for the configuration consisting

was obtained at-the two lift
The low magnitude of this param-

eter at a lift coefficient of 0.0.5at a Mach number of 0.9 would tend
to have a favorable effect on the stability parameter (bCm/bCL)c. The

—

resultant tendency toward instability shown by the stability pars&
eter (bCm/bCL)c probably wasnotcaused bychanges inlift-curve slope, -

The variation with Mach number of the rate of change of downwash
angle with respect to lift coefficient (&/bCL)tc is shown in fig-

ure 34(c). The low magnitude of this parameter at a lift coefficient
of 0.05 and a “I&ch.number of 0.9 would tend to have a favorable effect
on the stability parameter (b~bCL)c.

,

The horizontal-tail incidence was considered to be held constant at
2.2° for the purposes of figure 34(d). The slope of the horizontal-tail
lift curve b(ACL)t/~ was determined from f@ure 27. hfigure 34(d),

the horizontal-tail lift-curve slope decreased at a lift coefficient of
0.05 at Mach numbers somewhat less than approximately 0.9. This decrease
would tend to have a destabilizing effect on the stability param-
eter (b~bCL)c. The slope at the larger lift coefficient decreased *

by a greater amount at these Mach numbers.

i% reference 5, it was found that the dynamic pressure ratio qt/q “

did not exceed 2 to 3 percent above or below 1.0 so tha% changes in the
factor qt/q had only minor influence on stability characteristics. A

constant value of the tail-length factor z/c1 of 2.39 (at a = 0°) was
used. The assumption was made that the center of pressure of the lift
on the horizontal.tail was located at the 25-percent point of the mean
aerodynamic chord of the horizontal tail. If the center of pressure on
the horizontal tail were ahead of the 25-percent point so that the
moment arm between the center-of-gravityposition and the horizontal
tail were decreased by 5 percent, for example, then the stability param-
eter (bC@CL)c would be changed in a positive direction by only

approximately 0.02 at a Mach number of 0.9 at the low-lift-coefficient
condition.

The tits of figure 34 indicate that the characteristics of the con-
figuration consisting of complete model less horizontal tail were princi-
pally Responsible for the static instability at a Mach number of 0.9 at a
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lift coefficient of 0.05 shown by the configuration consisting of tom- .
plete model. A forward movement of the center of pressure on the wing
at low lift coefficients in a small range of Mach nmbers near 0.9
evidently caused the unstable condition. There may have been a small
contributing factor toward instability associated with the decreases in
the lif%-curve slope of the horizontal tail. The resultant instability
would have been greater except for the changes in downwash character-
istics which had a favorable effect on the stability.

The stability parameter (a%/aCL)c w’ascomputed forafew cases

from the factors shown in figure 34 and compared with the measured
values. Figure 34(e) shows the variation of measured (&m/aCL)c at a

lift coefficient of 0.05 for the configuration consisting of complete
model with a horizontal-tail incidence of 2.2° and ah elevator deflec-
tion of OO. The calculated point at a Mach number of 0.905 was consider-
ably out of agreement with the measured value. This discrepancy may be
charged in part to lack of sufficient downwash data in the vicinity of
zero lift at a Mach number of 0.905 to fair the downwash curve properly
(fig. 29). The other estimated values obtained at various Mach numbers
agreed reasonably weKl with the measured values.

Control factors.- The factors causing control changes are considered
herein. The horizontal-tail incidence required for obtaining trim (with
elevator unreflected) at a given lift coefficient is computed by the
following equation:

(cm)tc+, (cL)tc
‘t(Cm)c~*- a%

(7

‘a(CL)tc=O - &L

-c nF t=

It was assumed that the horizontal-tail lift was zero at an angle of
attack of the horizontal tail of zero.

The variation with Mach number of the individual parameters at a
lift coefficient of 0.3 is shown in figure 35. The pitching-moment
coefficient of the configuration consisting of comylete model less hori-
zontal tail (Cm)tc at a lift coefficient of 0.3 is shown in fi~e 35(a).
An increase in this moment would tend to increase (algebraically) the
horizontal-tail incidence required for obtaining trim. The variation of
the parameter (Cm)tc with Machnumber would tendtodecrease (alge-
braically) the horizontal-tail incidence required for obtaining trti at
speeds up to a Mach number of 0.85, would tend to increase (algebraically)
the horizontal-tail incidence required for obtaining trim at higher speeds
up to a Mach number of 0.9, and would tend to decrease (algebraically)
the horizontal-tail incidence required for obtaining trim at the highest
speeds up to a Mach number of 0.95.
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.

The horizontal-tail effectiveness (fig. 35(b)) gradually increased
(algebraically) at Mach numbers above 0.8. Such a change would tend to
increase (algebraically) the horizontal-tail incidence required for
obtaining trim if the pitching-moment coefficient (Cm)tc were positive

in sign and would tend to decrease (algebraically)the horizontal-tail
incidence required for obtaining trim if the pitching-moment coeffi-
cient (b)tc were negatfve in sign.

The downwash angle (fig. 35(c)) was essentially cbnstant at speeds
up to a Mach number of 0.875. The large increase in downwash angle
between Mach numbers of 0.875 and 0.93 would tend to increase (alge-
braically) the horizontal-tail incidence required for obtaining trim.

The model angle of attack for zero lift (fig. 35(d)) increased
between Mach numbers of 0.85 and 0.9; this change would tend to decrease

.—

(algebraically) the horizontal-tail incidence required for obtaining
trim. At higher speeds up to a Mach number of 0.95 there was a decrease
in the model angle of attack for zero lift and this decrease would tend
to increase (algebraically) the horizontal-tail incidence ~*equiredfor
obtaining trim. The lift-curve slope for the configuration consisting

.-

of complete model less horizontal tail (fig. 35(e)) increased for speeds
up to a Mach number of 0.8; this change for the lift coefficient being
considered would tend to increase (algebraically)the horizontal-tail
incidence required for obtaining trhn. The slope decreased at higher
speeds up to a Mach number of 0.875 and then increased ‘atthe highest
Mach numbers.

.

Figure 35(f) shows the horizontal-tail incidence required for
obtaining trim at a lift coefficient of 0.3 computed from the preceding
equation and using the various parameters shmn in figure 35. The magni- -
tude and change in magnitude of the computed horizontal-tail incidence
required for obtaining trim agreed quite well with the experimental or

—

measured values at the same lift condition. The qualitative effect of
the various factors on the horizontal-tail incidence required for
obtaining trim at a lift coefficient of 0.3 is summarized in table II.
The direction of the resultant change in the measured horizontal-tail
incidence required for obtaining trim it

(cm)c=o
is given for various

Mach number ranges and was obtained from the data of fi&re 35(f). Also
given for the same Mach number ranges is the direction in which the
change in any one of the various factors wwd tend to change the param-

‘Theterm “same direction” means that-the change in aeter i~(Cm)c=O. , .

parameter, such as ~~CL/~)tc, in a given mch number range would tend
to change it(~)c=o in the same direction as the actual resultant .

change in the measured parameter ‘t(Cm)c=O in the same given Mach

T
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.

number range. The terms “no change” and “oppsite direction” have a
* corresponding significance.

It is evident that changes in pitching moment of the configuration
consisting of complete model less horizontal tail, changes in downwashj
and changes in horizontal-tail effectiveness as a result of compressi-
bility effects were the chief causes for the rapid changes in the
horizontal-tail incidence required for obtaining trim at Mach numbers
greater than 0.85.

The parameters affecting the elevator deflection required for
obtaining trim at a lift coefficient of 0.3 and at a constant value of
horizontal-tail incidence of 2.2° were also investigated. The followiti
equation gives the elevator deflection required for obtaining trim:

()[a% (cL)tc
-1

‘(cm)tc - ~ ‘e+a(CL)tc=O+~+ ‘t
c

be (Cm)c=O-

()

ah

-C

The same parameters used in getting the horizontal-tail incidence
required for obtaining trim (fig. 35) are included with the addition of
elevator effectiveness. The elevator effectiveness (fig. 36(a)) greatly
increased (algebraically) at spee~ above a Mach number of approximately
0.85 with a reversal in effectiveness for certain values of elevator

b deflection at Mach numbers fromO.9 to 0.95. At high speeds, the magni-
tude of the elevator-effectivenessparameter at any given Mach number
varied appreciably with elevator deflection because of the nonlinearity

. of the variation of pitching-moment coefficient with deflection.

An increase (algebraically) in elevator effectiveness would require
a greater deflection to produce a given pitching moment. The numerator
of the right-hand side of the foregoing equation represents the pitching-
moment coefficient which must be developed by the elevators to produce
trim conditions, and this moment is equal, but of reversed sign, to the
moment of the complete model with the horizontal tail at a given inci-
dence and with the elevators unreflected. The algebraic sign of the
numerator and that of the elevator effectiveness must be known to deter-
mine the direction of elevator travel. The numerator of the equation,
which herein is called CQ (fig. 36(b)), was calculated from the data
of figures 35(b) and 35(f) and a value of horizontal-tail incidence
of 2.2° by the equivalent equation

.

.
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.

The elevator deflections required for o%taining ti%n and computed
from the factors in figures 36(a) and 36(b) are presented in figure 36(c).
A wide band of the computed elevator deflections required for obtaining

r

trim is shown since maximum and minhnzm values of elevator effectiveness —

o-verthe deflection range were used. When the more negative elevator
.
.—

effectiveness was used, the computed values of the elevator deflection
required for obtaining trim were generally close to the measured values

—

for most of the Wch number range. The large differences between com-
puted and measured values at Mach nwnbers from 0.9 to 0.93 pro%ably
resulted because the computations did not take into account the non-
linearity of elevator effectiveness with deflection.

The factors producing changes in the elevator deflection required
for obtaining trim are summarized in table III. The individual parsm
eters are shown in columns indicating whether the change in a parameter
in a given Mach number range would tend to cause a change in the elevator

—

deflection required for obtaining trim in the same direction as the
actual resultant change in the measured parameter be

(Cm)p=o’ a change .—
.-

in the opposite direction, or no change when the value of the parameter.
did not change. The change in 5

e(%) C=o which tends to result from a

change in either (%./me)c or (&m/ait)c hasan algebraic sign
which is also dependent on the algebraic sign of 5e(Cm)p=O” In

table III the sign of the measured be(~)c=o- wasuied”~or these cases
—

●

.

At high Mach numbers, the changes in the elevator_deflection
required for obtaining trim at a constant value of horizontal-tail &ci-
dence of 2.2° are shown to have been caused by ctinges in pitching
moment of the complete model less horizontal tail, changes in downwash
angle, changes in horizontal-tail effectiveness, and to some extent by
changes in elevator effectiveness and lift-curve slope. The more
negative or larger values of elevator effectiveness (fig. 36(a)) were
used for table III because of the generally close agreement between

.—

the computed deflections required for obtaining trim and the measured
deflections required for obtaining trim. The maximum loss in effective-
ness in this case did not occur until a Mach number of ‘0.95was reached,
and for these conditions little balancing moment was required from the
elevators.

--w ——

--.—

—
—

—

It is seen that the various parameters were affected by compressi-
bility effects and that these parameters conibineddifferently over small
speed ranges to produce changes in the elevator deflection required for
obtaining trim or the horizontal-tail incidence required for obtaining
trim. The need for having information on the detailed ~haracteristics .
of these parameters at all Mach numbers, as well as on the interference
effects, is evident when the design of a transonic airplane is contem- _
plated or prediction of flight characteristics is made. G
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Air brakes.- The effect of fuselage air brakes.opening from the

‘w sides of the configuration consisting of complete model (fig. 5) was
shown in reference 3 to have caused a drag-coefficient increment of
about 0.03 to 0.04. The effect on terminal Mach number (figs. 37 and 38)
was shown to have been small and incapable of reducing the Mach nuriber
at high altitudes to values below that at which difficulties in control
and stability have been indicated. A wing loading of 58 pounds per
square foot was used in the preparations of figures 37 and 38.

A small change in trim was produced by the brakes (fig. 39). Small
pull-out moments were evident throughout the speed range except at a
Mach number of approximately 0.9 and at lift coefficients greater than
0.2 at which conditions little change was noted. A similar brake on a
midwing model (reference 7) produced larger trim shifts with varying
pull-out and diving tendencies throughout the speed range. The pull-
out tendency at the highest Bkch number, however, was less than that of
the brakes considered herein.

Additional tests have been made with the brakes on the configuration
consisting of complete model less horizontal tail, the results of which
are shown in figure 40. The effect of the brakes on the pitching-moment
coefficient of the configuration consisting of complete model and on
that of the configuration consisting of complete model less horizontal
tail are shown in figure 41. Also shown is the difference between these
data which gives the effect of the brakes on the pitching-moment coeffi-
cient of the horizontal tail. It appears that the brakes caused slight
changes in the flow over the tail except in a few instances; the brakes

. in the tests of reference 7 caused generally s~ar flow changes of
somewhat greater magnitude over the tail.

Airplane Model-of Aspect Ratio 2

The airplane model having a wing and horizontal tail both of aspect
ratio 2 is designated as A = 2 in the figures. The pitching-moment
results are referred to a center-of-gravity position located at 10 per-
cent of the mean aerodynamic chord and 0.31 inch below the fuselage
center line. The vertical location of the center of ~avity and the
wing loading for this configuration were assumed to be the sane as those
for the airplane model of aspect ratio 4.2. The longitudinal location
was chosen so that the static-longitudinal-stabilityparameter &m/aCL
at a Mach number of 0.6 had the same value as that for the model airplane
of aspect ratio 4.2 at a Mach number of 0.6.

The variation of lift, pitching-moment, and drag coefficient with
. Mach number at various angles of attack is shown in figures 42 to ~.

Analysis of these data is contained in the following sections.
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Stability.- The variation of yitching-moment coefficient with lift
coefficient for the configurationconsisting of complete model with the
horizontal tail at two incidence and for the configuration consisting
of complete model less horizontal tail is shown In figure 49. The vari-
ation of pitching-moment coefficient with lift coefficient for the con-
figuration consisting of complete model at three elevator deflections
at a constant value of horizontal-tail incidence of -2.1° is shown in
figure 50. The stability at an incidence of -2.1° and at some of the
deflections became neutral at approximately zero lift for Mach numbers
from 0.85 to 0.875, and there were local decreases in stability at
higher Mach numbers in the lift-coefficient range from 0.1 to 0.3
(fig. 50). There was indication that the horizontal tall may have been
the principal cause of some of the reductions in stability since changes
in stability for the two horizontal-tail incidence tested were not
similar in several cases (fig. 49). In general, the tendencies toward
instability were scattered and occurred over small lift-coefficient
ranges so that their existence may have little serious effect on the
flight of the airplane. The static-stabilityEameter a~&L fOr

elevators unreflected at airplane lift coefficients corresponding to
level flight at two altitudes is shown in figure 51 (not for trimned
conditions except in fig. 51(c)). A tendency toward instability is
indicated at sea-level conditions at a horizontal-tail incidence of
+.1° at Mach numbers from o.85 to 0.87 (fig. 51(b)). With the elevator
unreflected hnd the horizontal tail used for obtaining trim (fig. 51(c)),
the stability character.titicsappeared to be satisfactory for Mach num-
bers up to 0.95. It is to be noted that, since only two horizontal-tail
incidence were tested, a linear variation In parameters was assumed
between the two points for purposes of interpolation.

Control.- The variation of pitching-mcnnentcoefficient with
horiz~ail incidence and elevator deflection at lift coefficients
corresponding to level flight at two altitudes is shown in figure 52.
The elevator effectiveness @@e (slopes of curves In figs. 52(c)

and 52(d)) at lkch nunibersgreater than 0.875 became zero and possibly
reversed for some of the elevator deflections in the range from 0° to 6°.
The loss in elevator effectiveness occurred over an elevator-deflection
range which increased with Mach number.

—
It is probable that elevator

effectiveness could be obtained at the higher Mach numbers by use of
larger elevator deflections than those tested. Possible reasons for the
loss of elevator effectiveness at supercritical speeds were discussed
previously for the airplane of aspect ratio 4.2. Zero elevator effec-
tiveness occurred at Mach numbers as low as those for the horizontal
tail of aspect ratio 4.2.

—
The Mach nuniberat which elevator-effectiveness

losses would be expected to begin should be approximately 0.03 higher for
a horizontal tail of aspect ratio 2 than for one of aspect ratio 4.2} as
based on the results of reference 12. ‘Full-span flaps were investigated ,

in the tests of reference 12 on surfaces which had aspect ratios of 1.75
and 3.0, and there were no indications of zero or negative effectiveness, .
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although large reductions in effectiveness occurred at supercritical

d speeds. lWom interpolation of those data, the elevator effectiveness
of a horizontal tail of aspect ratio 2 at a Mach nuxriberof 0.93 would
be e~ected to be approximately 50 percent of the low-speed ~lue. It
would appear therefore that the reduction to zero and the reversal in
elevator effectiveness as found in the present tests for the model of
aspect ratio 2 at relatively low Mach numbers were associated with
interference effects from the fuselage and vertical tail and perhaps
with scale effects.

●

The horizontal-tail effectiveness for trim conditions with the
elevator unreflected and the horizontal tail used for obtaining trim
and the elevator effectiveness for trim conditions with the horizontal-
tail incidence set at -2.1° and the elevators used for obtaining trim
at lift coefficients corresponding to level flight at two altitudes
were obtained from the data of figure 52 (“at ~ = O) and are shown in
figure 53. Because of the low aspect ratio, the horizontal-tail effec-
tiveness was small but the decrease in effectiveness at high speeds
was much less than for the configuration of aspect ratio 4.2. The sea-
level elevator effectiveness at a Mach number of 0.85 had decreasedby
about 50 percent from its low-speed value. Trim conditions at speeds
greater than those shown in figure 53 were not obtained, but the data
of figure 52 indicate further losses in elevator effectiveness at the
higher speeds. If a larger value of horizontal-tail incidence were
used, nearer a trti value at higher speeds, the beginning of the loss
in elevator effectiveness could be delayed to higher Mach nunibers
(figs. 52(c) and 52(d)).

.

The horizontal-tail incidence required for obtaining trim and the
elevator deflection required for obtaining trim at airplane lift coeffi-.
cients corresponding to level flight at two altitudes were obtained
from figwe 52 at zero pitching-moment coefficient and are shown in
figures 54(a) and 54(b), respectively. An increase in the horizontal-
tail incidence required for obtaining trim resulted with increase in
speed except for a small decrease in the Mach nuuiberrange of approxi-
mately 0.82 to 0.88. The elevator deflection required for obtaining
trti increased with Mach number. The angle of attack corresponding to
the conditions of figure 54(a) is shown.in figure 54(c). A large wi-
ation with Mach number occurred up to a Mach number of 0.9. A small
increase in angle of attack corresponding to the loss in wing lift
occurred in the Mach number range from 0.9 to 0.93.

Incremental horizontal-tail characteristics.- The lift and drag
coefficients of the configuration consisting of complete model less wing
less horizontal tail shown in figures 21 and 22 were subtracted from the

. corresponding data for the configuration consisting of complete model
less wing (fig. 47), and these results provide information on incremental
horizontal-tail characteristics at two incidence at a model angle of
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attack of -0.2°. The incremental horizontal-tail lift and drag coeffi-
cients are shown in figure 55 plotted against the free-stream angle of
attack of the horizontal tail %’. ~e”free-streau -angleof attack of

*

the horizontal tail at which the horizontal-tail lift was zero Is
plotted in figure 56 and was approximately the same as that for the
horizontal tail of aspect ratio 4.2 (fig. 28) since the same fuselage
and vertical tail were used with both models. The sl~pe of the
horizontal-tail lift curve remained approximately constant throughout
th~ Mchn umber range (fig. 56).

Ibwnwash.- The variation of effective downwash angle with lift
coefficient as found from tests with the horizontal tail on and off is
shown in figure 57. Abrupt changes in the slope of the downwash curves
occurred at low lift coefficients at Mach numbers of 0.875 and above.

—

The lower slopes which occurred between lift coefficients of 0.1 and 0.2
would tend to have a favorable effect on stability, although no general
increase in stability was found for the complete model. There was a
decrease in downwash angle at lift coefficients corresponding to level
flight at two altitudes (fig. 58) up to a Mach number of approximately
0.83, followed by an increase to the highest test speed. This increase
in downwash was a factor in producing the increase in the horizontal-
tail incidence required for obtaining trim at the highest Mach numbers
shown in figure 54.

Horizontal-tail load.. The incremental horizontal-tail lift coeffi-
cient required for obtaining trim at various values of g is shown in fig-
ure 59. Negative loads existed for all accelerations and ~ch number condi-
tions. For level-flight conditions (g = 1) the down loads were essentially “
unaffected for speeds up to a Mach number of 0.6; at higher speeds, there
was an increase in the down loads for Mach numbers up to approximately
0.9. kcreasing the value of g increased the l&ch number at which the

.

down loads began to increase. A rapid decrease in dti load followed --”
by a rapid increase occuqred in the Mach number range from approximately
0.9 up to 0.95. The changes were much less severe than for the model of
larger aspect ratio (fig. 32).

The angle of attack of the horizontal tail for trim conditions with
the elevator unreflected and the horizontal tail used for obtaining trim
is shown in figure 60(a). The c~nges in angle of attack of the hori-
zontal tail when the horizontal tail was used for obtaining trim were
similar to the changes in horizontal-tail lift coefficient. When the
horizontal-tail incidence was held constant and the elevators were used-
for obtaining trim (fig. 60(b)), large decreases in angle of attack of
the horizontal tail occurred with increases in Mach number.

—

Stability factors.- The factors affecting the stability are shown ●

in figure 61 at lift coefficients of 0.05, 0.15, and 0-.3. The measured
values of the static longitudinal-stabilityparameter are shown in

.
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figure 61(e), together with
factors. A horizontal-tail

several points computed from the various
incidence of -2.1° was used for this example.

There was an indication of instability at a Mach number of 0.85 at
a lift coefficient of 0.05, but, at the larger values of lift, no insta-
bility was present (fig. 61(e)). One cause for the decrease in stability
may be attributed to the increase in the stability factor (bcm/aCL)tc
for the complete model less horizontal tail at a lift coefficient of .
0.05 (fig. 61(a)) which probably was causedby a forward shift in the
center of pressure. The changes in the lift-curve slope of the hori-
zontal tail (fig. 61(d)) would also tend to have a destabilizing effect
on the stability parameter (a%/aCL)cO The downwash factor (fig. 61(c))

at a Mach number of 0.85 would tend to have favorable effect on the sta-
bility parameter (&~aCL)c. The calculated values of the stability

parameter (&@CL )C using these factors did not agree too well with

the experimental values. The main reason for the discrepancies is
probably due to the inaccuracies involved in the determination of slopes
from nonlinear variations in the parameters.

Figure 61 shows that the various component factors which combine
to determine the resultant stability parameter (aMaCL)c changed

appreciably with Mach number in relatively small Mach number ranges.
h many cases, these changes were quite irregular.

Tailless configuration.- When the aspect ratio of a wing is reduced,
. the magnitude of the change in downwash approaches that of the change in

( )
ae >1wing angle of attack that is,
aa”

This effect causes the hori-
.

zontal tail to lose its stabilizing effect at a wing aspect ratio some-
what less than 2.0. The possibility of having a tailless airplane with
a wing of aspect ratio 2 was therefore considered as regards stability
characteristics.

The center-of-gravity ~osition for the complete model less hori-
zontal tail was located 5.6 percent of the mean aero@mmic chord ahead
of the leading edge of the mean aerogic chord (or at 6 percent of
the root chord) to give stable characteristics. The drag component was ‘
ignored in this calculation. In figure 62 is shown the static longi-
tudinal stability at lift coefficients corresponding to level flight at
two altitudes for the configuration consisting of complete model less
horizontal tail with the center of gravity at 10 percent of the mean
aerodynamic chord (as used for the tests with the complete model) and
ahead of the mean aerodynamic chord a“distance 5.6 percent of the mean

—.

aerodynamic chord. No great improvement in (%/aCL]tc character--

istics for the tailless configuration were noted as compared to those
for the complete model (fig. 51(c)). However, from information
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presented in reference 13, it appears possible that a position of the
wing on the fuselage different from the low-wing position tested may
show smaller changes in stability and general improvement in other aero-
dynamic characteristics. r.

An indication of the effect of smll inboard wing tabs on longi-
tudinal control characteristics was obtained from the data of refer-
ence 9. In that investigation, a horizontal tail of aspect ratio 4.01
with an inverted NACA 65-108 section was tested with trim tabs at
deflections of -10°, 0°, and 10°. The pitching-moment data from this
reference were recomputed about an axis 5.6 percent of the mean aero-
dynamic chord ahead of the leading edge of the mean aerodynamic chord
The data for the inverted NACA 65-108 section were then changed so that
the data were applicable to the upright position (camber-up condition).
These data for the caniber-upcondition were combined with the fuselage
and vertical-tail data given in figure 21 to obtain the variation with
normal-force coefficient of the pitching-moment coefficient of a tail-
less airplane witha wing of aspect ratio 4.01 (fig. 63). These restits
indicate that large tab deflections would be required to produce suffi-
cient changes in trim. The tab had a chord 10 percent of the wing
chord and a span 50 percent of the wing semispan, and the results are
for a wing of aspect ratio 4.010 Tabs of larger area on a wing of
aspect ratio 2 would be expected to produce larger trim changes because
of the larger loads produced by the tabs and a greater moment arm
between the center of gravity and the center of press~e of the load .
due to the tabs.

.

.

Comparisons

Comparison plots have been made of some of the parameters previously
presented for the individual configurations. Data from references 7 and 8
also are included. These combined data provide information for aspect
ratios from 9 to 2.

Lift and drag.- For each configuration, the angle of attack at a
lift coefficient of 0.1 and 0.4 at a Mach number of 0.4 was found. This
angle of attack was then held constant, and the resulting variation in
lift coefficient with Mach number is shown in figure 64. The effect of
decreasing aspect ratio was to increase the force-break Mach number and
reduce the lift losses.

●

—

—

—

.—
—

The angle of attack for zero lift (fig. 65) showed small change
with Mach number until the critical speed was reached. The configuration
with wing of aspect
ratio 6 experienced
speeds above a Mach
ration with wing of

ratio 9 and the configuration with_wing of aspect
large increases in angle of attack for zero lift at

.
*

number of 0.8. The angle of attack for the conf@u-
aspect ratio 4.2 increased by only--0.70at speeds

.
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above a Mach number of about 0.86, and the configuration with wing of
ff aspect ratio 2 had a slightly larger change in the angle of attack for

zero lift but at speeds above a Mach numiberof 0.9.

Figure 66 indicates that a decrease in aspect ratio from 4.2 to 2
reduced the drag coefficient at high Mach numbers. The drag of the wing
of aspect ratio 9 included calculated induced drag but did not include
fuselage and tail effects and therefore was %elow the general drag level
of the other models compared herein. The drag coefficient of the con-
figuration with wing of aspect ratio 6 at trim lift for a wing loading
of 40 pounds per sqme foot was approximately the same as for the con-
figuration with wing of aspect ratio 4.2 above the force-break Mach
number. This small difference in drag coefficient for confi~ations
having wings of different aspect ratio may be attributed to improvement
in characteristics resulting from the midwing position on the configu-
ration of aspect ratio 6. 1

Figure 67 indicates more clearly the effect of aspect ratio on the
force-break Mach nwber and on theoretical critical Mach number. The
theory of reference 14 has been used to determine approximately the
increase in critical kkch nunber with decrease in aspect ratio for the
NACA 6!j-uo airfoil section (fig. 67) using a two-dimensional maximum
critical Mach number of 0.765, which occurs at a lift coefficient some-
what different from zero. Experimental lift-break Mach numbers for the
configurations of aspect ratio 2, 4.2, and 6 (reference 7) with wings
of NACA 65-ILO section are also shown. The lift force-break Mach number
for the configuration of aspect ratio 9 with wing of NACA 65-210 section.
was approximately 0.78. The lift force-break Mach number for a configu-
ration of aspect ratio 9 with a wing of NACA 65-110 section was esti-

. mated to be 0.015 higher than the value of 0.78, and this higher value
is plotted in figure 67. The lift force-break values were chosen at
lift coefficients corresponding approximately to level flight. It my
be noted that the difference between the critical and lift force-break
Mach numbers increased withan increase in the critical speed (or with
a decrease in aspect ratio) and that dtiferences of as much as 0.1
existed at the lower aspect ratios.

.

Included in figure 67 are the critical Mach numbers for the win&
incorporating the NACA 0012 airfoil section predictedby the methods
of reference 14 and the expertiental lift force-break Mach numbers for
the wings incorporating the NACA 0012 section from the data of refer-
ence 6. The models tested were untapered surfaces with no fuselage
present. The difference between critical l&ch number and lift force-
break ?&ch number for the wings of NACA 0012 section for the higher
aspect ratios was approximately double that found for the airplane

. models reported herein. The difference at the low aspect ratios was
about the same as that for the complete configurations. Fuselage
effects probably reduced the root lift force-break Mach numbers for.
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wings of large aspect ratio to values below those for the wing-alone
caee. At lower aspect ratios, the tip relief not only provided higher
critical speeds for the surface but also p~tibablyreduced the magnitude
of the fuselage interference so that the lift force-break and critical
Mach number differences were more nearly the ssme as for the wing-alone
conditions.

The difference between the predicted critical M&h number and the
lift force-break
by the following

Mach nuniberat a given as~ect ratio can be expressed
empirical equation:

%rx %
%-%’K- —

A“cr. 4A%r

● where Mfb is the lift force-break l@ch nfiber, ~r is tlqecritical

lkch number, and K is approximately constant. It was found that, for
the model aircraft configurations with tapered wings & NACA 65-uo air-
foil section, a value of K -of0.23 gave good agreement with the differ-
ence between calculated critical and measufed lift foqce-break ~ch nym-
hers. A value of K of 0.28 used with the calculated critical Mach
number of the untapered wings of NACA 0012 airfoil section gave good
agreement with the measured values. A value of K 03-0.25 used with
both sets of calculated critical Mach numbers gave estjmated force-
break ~ch numbers different from the measfied value by no more than
0.01. It should be remembered that the differences discussed are
between the calculated maximum critical Mach number and the lift force-
break Mach number at lift coefficients of approxhuatefi 0.05 to 0.10.

Drag-coefficient farce-break Mach numbers also a@ shown in fig-
ure 67 for the model airplane configurations and the @rigs of reference 6. _
Decreasing the aspect ratio increased the drag force-b>eak Mach number,
but the drag force-break Mach number was lower than the lift force-break
Mach number. In the case of the model airp~iie qonfi@rations, the drag
force breaks occurred at Mach numbers which were only from O to 0.03
higher than the predicted critical values. “Inthe cas~ of the NACA 0012
wings, the drag force-break Mach numbers were from O.0~ to 0.07 higher
than the critical values and much closer to the lift-b~eak Mach numbers
than in the case of the model airplane configurations. The differences
noted between the wing-alone and model alrpl@ne conf@ra*~o~ probably

—.

were due chiefly to fuselage interference effects and differences in
wing section and wing taper. The difference between the critical and
the drag force-break Mach number is difficult to estin@e by a general- ‘
ized formula because of sensitivity of drag to small interference effects.

The lift-drag ratio (fig. 68) was reduced considerably at low speeds
by a decrease in aspect ratio. At high Mach.numbers atidlow lift

.
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coefficients, however, the lift-drag ratio of the configuration of aspect
ratio 2 was greater than that of the configurations of aspect ratio 4.2
and 6.

Stability.- The static-longitudinal-stabilityparameter a~aCL
at lift coefficients corresponding to level flight at two altitudes for
trim conditions is showq in figure 69. The center-of-gravity position
for the configuration of aspect ratio 2 was chosen to give the same
stability as that of the configuration of aspect ratio 4.2 at low speeds.
Decreasing the aspect ratio reduced the magnitude of the changes in
static stability occurring at high Mach number and delayed the onset of
the changes to higher Mach numbers. The configuration of aspect ratio 6
experienced static instability at lift coefficients corresponding to
level flight at sea level in the Mach number range from 0.86 to 0.89.
The configurations of aspect ratios 4.2 and 2 showed no instability for
the trim conditions (fig. 69), although instability or a tendency toward
instability was evident for some of the untrhmed conditions (figs. 14
and 51). The Mach number range in which serious instability may occur
is indicated in figure 67. The range occurred at Mach numbers from 0.03
to 0.07 larger than the lift force-break Mach nunibersand increased with
a decrease in aspect ratio. The configuration of aspect ratio 2 showed
a tendency toward instability at a Mach nunher of approximately 0.85
(fig. 51(b) and fig. 61(e) at an airplane lift coefficient of O.05) which
was less than the lift force-bresk Mach number.

Control.- Figure 70 shows the effectiveness of the horizontal tail
and elevator for the various configurations at airplane lift coefficients.
corresponding to level flight at two altitudes for trim conditions. At
low Mach numbers, the configuration of aspect ratio 2 had much lower
horizontal-tail and elevator effectiveness than the configurations of.
aspect ratio 4.2 and 6 (horizontal-tail aspect ratios of 4.2 and 5,
respectively) because of the low lift-curve slope of the horizontal tail
of aspect ratio 2. At Mach numbers above approximately 0.8, there was
a large reduction in horizontal-tail effectiveness for the configurations
of aspect ratios 4.2 and 6 (horizontal-tail aspect ratios of 4.2 and 5,
respectively). For the configuration of aspect ratio 2, there was
relatively small chage in horizontal-tail effectiveness up to the
highest test hkch number. The elevator effectiveness of the configu-
rations of aspect ratio 4.2 and 6 (horizontal-tail aspect ratios of 4.2
and 5, respectively) varied abruptly at the high speeds. The elevator
effectiveness of the configuration of aspect ratio 2 gradually decreased
with Mach number so that the value at a Mach number of 0.85 was about
50 percent of that at low speeds. It has been brought out previously
that zero or reversed elevator effectiveness can be expected at higher
Mach numbers for configurations of both aspect ratio 2 and 4.2. It

. appears that reducing the horizontal-tail aspect ratio, at least for the
configurations tested, did not improve high-speed elevator effectiveness
and that scale effects and interference effects from the fuselage and.
vertical tail may have nullified the expected improvement.
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Figure 71 presents the horizontal-tail incidence and the elevator
deflection required for obtaining trim at airplane lift coefficients
corresponding to level flight at two altitudes.

w.
A gradual increase in

the horizontal-tail incidence and the elevator deflection required for
obtaining trim occurred for all configurations up to a Mach nwxiberwhich
was between the drag and lift force-break Mach numbers. At higher Mach
numbers, abrupt changes of the horizontal-tail incidence and the ele-
vator deflection required for obtaining trim were necessary. The magni-
tude of the changes in the horizontal-tail incidence required for
obtaining trim appeared to be a~roximately the same for all three
aspect ratios, probably because the lower lift-curve slope of the hori-
zontal tails of smaller aspect ratio required larger horizontal-tail
incidence changes to obtain trim, even though adverse compressibility
effects were reduced by the lower aspect ratio. The changes in the
elevator deflection required for obtaining trim at supercritical Mach
numbers appeared to be increased for the lower aspect ratios for the
same reason. It appears that abrupt changes in control positions will
be necessary at Mach numbers near the lift force-break Mach number.

The airplane angle of attack at airplane lift coefficients corre-
sponding to level flight at two altitudes for trim conditions is shown
i.ufigure 72. This figure shows that much larger angles of attack were
required for the configuration of aspect ratio 2.0 than for the configu-
ration of aspect ratio 4.2, even though the former configuration had a
wing incidence which was 0.5° greater. The level-flight lift coeffi-
cient of the configuration of aspect ratio 6 was less than that of the
configuration of aspect ratio 4.2; the data of figure 72, however,
illustrate the effect of aspect ratio on the compressibility changes.
The angle of attack decreased up to the lift force-break Mach numibers,
At higher speeds, an increase in angle of attack was required, the
amount being less for the lower aspect ratios. In the Fkch number range
fn which an increase in angle of attack was required, the horizontal-
tail incidence in most cases had to be increased to obtain trim.

CONCLUSIONS

An investigationwas made in the Imgley 8-foot high-speed tunnel
of two transonic research airplane models for Mach numbers up to approxi-
mately 0.95. The wing and horizontal tail of one model were both of
aspect ratio 4.2; the wing and horizontal tail of the other were both of
aspect ratio 2. Both models had unswept wings with NACA 65-110 airfoil
sections and unswept horizontal tails with NACA 65-008 air oil sections.

EThe test Reynolds umber at the highest speed was 1.6 x 10 for one
8model and 2.3 x 10 for the other model. The following conclusions are

indicated:
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1. A reduction in aspect ratio.increased the force-break Mach
number and reduced the magnitude of the compressibility effects on lift,s
drag, and pitching moment. Adverse stability and control characteristics
usually appeared after force-break Mach nunibershad been reached.

2. Static longitudinal,instability was noted for the configuration
of aspect ratio 4.2 at low and negative lift coefficients in the Mach
number range from 0.87 to 0.92, which was approximately 0.05 above the
lift force-break Mach number. The chief cause of the instability was
the wing-fuselage characteristics. A small localized instability was
noted for the configuration of aspect ratio 2 at a Mach nuuiberof 0.85,
but no severe supercritical instability was observed for the speeds
covered. The component parameters which determined the over-all sta-
bility characteristics varied in a generally nonlinear manner at super- ‘-
critical speeds with abrupt changes occurring in relatively small Mach
number ranges.

3. The horizontal-tail effectiveness for the configuration of
aspect ratio 4.2 decreased at high speeds but otherwise appeared satis-
factory. The horizontal-tail effectiveness for the configuration of
aspect ratio 2 was appreciably less than that for the configuration of
aspect ratio 4.2; the decrease in effectiveness at high speeds was much ,
smaller and the onset of the decrease occurred at higher Mach numbers
for the model of lower aspect ratio.

4. The elevator effectiveness was zero in a small range of elevator
deflections for both aspect ratios at a Mach nuder of 0.875; at higher
speeds, there was a reversal in elevator effectiveness for both aspect
ratios. The expected improvement in elevator-effectiveness character-
istics as a result of the lower aspect ratio was modified probablyby

-
interference effects from the fuselage and vertical tail and perhaps by
scale effects. Tests on the configuration of aspect ratio 4.2 with
artificial roughness on the horizontal tail did not show the reversal
in elevator effectiveness observed at high speeds for the model in the
smooth condition. The roughness tests still showed the reduction in
elevator effectiveness at high Mach numbers.

5. m appreciable effective down.flowin the vicinity of the hori-
zontal tail as a result of interference effects between the fuselage,
vertical tail, and horizontal tail was observed for the configuration
consisting of fuselage, vertical tail, and horizontal tail. ThiS down-
flow increased with Mach number.

6. Air brakes on the fuselage of the configuration of aspect
ratio 4.2 were not stificiently effective to decrease the terminal

● Mach number to values below those at which difficulties in stability
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.

and control were indicated. The effect of the brakes _yasindicated to
be due to the direct action of the brakes and not due to the brakes
changing the flow over the tail.

.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Air Force Base, Va.
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Wing
Wing
Wing
Wing
wing
Wing
wing
wing
Wing

SPECIFICATIONS OF

section=.*=***.
aspect ratio ● ● ● ● ●

taper ratio ● ● ● ● . .
span, in. ~**** ●

area, sqft •~0.o
mean aerodynamic chord,
incidence angle, deg
dihedrsl, deg ● ● w ●

sweep angle, 50 percent
chord, den””-”== ●

Wing root chord, in. ● ● ●

Wing tip chord, in. ● ● ● ●

1

AIRPLANE MODELS

Airplane model of
aspect ratio 4.2

.* .*. KACA 65-uo

. . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . .

. ..0.. . .

. . ...* .,

. . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . .

Location of 25-percent M.A.C. from
nose-inlet station, in. ● ● ● ● ● ● c . .

Center of gravity to 25 percent
M.A.C., in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tail length, Zw.__o,in. ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

. Tail height, V_40yino . ● ● “ ● ● ● ● ●

4.17
0.54
18.76
0.587
4.656
2.0
4.0

5.2
3.17

11.96

0
11.13

2.84

Horizontal-tail section . . . . . . . WC.A 65-008
. Horizontal-tail aspect ratio . . . . . . .

Horizontal-tail taper ratio . . . . . . . .
Horizontal-tail area, sq ft . . . . . . . .
Horizontal-tail span, in. . . . . . . .
Horizontal-tail mean aerodyna&c

chord, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Horizontal-tail dihedral, deg . . . . . . .
Horizontsll-tailsweep, 75 percent

chord, deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Horizontal-tail root chord, in. . . ,. . . .
Horizontal-tail tip chord, in. . . . . . .
Elevator area, percent horizontal-

tail area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Elevator chord, percent horizontal-

tail chord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4.17
0.55
0.14
9.18

2.26
0

2.8:
1.56

25

25

Airplane model of
aspect ratio 2

NACA 65-110
2.00
0.54
13.00
0.587
6.687
2.5
4.0

8.$
4.55

11.96

NACA 65-008
2.07
0.56
0.14
6.50

3.24
0

4.0:
2.25

25

25

.
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Figure 1.- Airplane model on sting suppn% in test section of’ Lmgley

8-foot high-speed tunnel.
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Location of model on 6ting support in the Langley 8-foot
high- .qeed tunnel. All Wnenfiions in inches.
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(a) Airplane model of aspect ratio 4.2. x

(b) Airplane model of aspect ratio 2.

-=55=’
Figure 6.- Airplane models tested. L.53787
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Type of run Infernal buhce measures

[
Mocfe/ forceIi
Interference of stinq on model

AJormul run - —

Model force ...

Interference of sting M model

Interference of urms on model

Tare run A

...

Zp view

A40del force.:.

Interference of onns on model

—

Tare run B
~“

—

Tare run A – Tore run B = Interference of sflng on mO~ej

/Vorrv al run - (A -B)= Mode/ force

~igure 8.- Procedure for determining aero@mmic
on model.
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interference of sting
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